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The Turfgrass Information Center Endowment

The Turfgrass Information Center (TIC) is pleased to share with you our newly created video in support of the Turfgrass Information Center Endowment!

The Endowment will provide the financial resources to ensure the ongoing operation of the Center, and the Turfgrass Information File (TGIF) database that we have produced for over 30 years. We believe both the Center and the TGIF database are the vehicles by which information required to support turfgrass research, education and management is made more widely available. Supporting the TIC Endowment guarantees the continuation and expansion of the informational underpinning for the world of turf management.

The video above explains why we feel both the Center and the TGIF database are so incredibly important.
Please, feel free to share widely and with anyone you feel has a vested interest in the future of turfgrass management!

-Pete Cookingham & The Staff of the Turfgrass Information Center
The Turfgrass Information Center, Michigan State University Libraries
366 W. Circle Dr. (10)
East Lansing, MI 48824
Phone: (517) 353-7209

tic.msu.edu

To support the TIC Endowment today, please visit our MSU Giving To page.

For information on supporting the Turfgrass Information Center through a personal gift or corporate sponsorship, including the possibility of recognition of support, contact MSU Libraries Director of Development, Seth Martin at marti981@msu.edu or call (517) 884-6446.

For more information on the Turfgrass Information Center, visit tic.msu.edu.
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